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segregation experiments



Consist of discrete macroscopic 
particles with dissipative 

systems



Granular 
systems

Collective continuum behaviour is not captured by 
any single well-agreed-upon differential equation. 

Stress chains in a
2D shear experiment

D. Howell and R. B. Behringer
Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 5241 (1999).



Even highly 
“fluidized” flows are 
strongly 
nonequilibrium,
with dense gas 
effects, shocks etc.

E. Rericha, C. Bizon, M. 
Shattuck and H. L. Swinney, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 014302 

(2002).
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Granular 
systems

Inelastic 
collapse and 
clustering in 

cooling granular 
gases

I. Goldhirsch and G. 
Zanetti, Phys. Rev. Lett. 

70, 1619 (1993).

40 000 inelastic
pucks, coefficient of 
restitution 0.6, 500 

collisions per particle



Granular 
systems

granular layers 
subjected to 

vertical shaking

shaker
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Size segregation in a long “drum mixer”

�

Big grains = white  (table salt or glass spheres) 
0.5mm
Small grains = black (hobby sand) ~ 0.2mm

� = filled volume fraction 
� = rotation frequency

� = composition fraction



QuickTime™ and a
None decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Movie of axial segregation with 
random premixed initial conditions

Speeded up 60 X real time

Perfectly premixed initial conditions are difficult to 
produce.  We use a long U channel which is 
rotated in the tube to gently deposit premixed 



What causes segregation?
Radial segregation 

precedes axial.  Smaller 
particles move toward axis of 
rotation.

Streaming surface shapes 
of different concentrations 
are different.   S-P. Breton.

Early ideas tried to explain 
axial segregation with a 
negative effective axial 
diffusion constant.              

100% salt

100% sand

end view



with random premixed initial 
conditions

Observe rather 
complex 
dynamics 
leading to 
100% 
segregated 
bands.

= 0.5



� = 0.5

bands with random premixed initial 
conditions

50 mm ~ 2 x 
tube diameter

low �
cutoff



with random premixed initial 
conditions

= 0.66

See some 
indications of 

travelling 
structures.



premixed initial conditions

The instability amplifies fluctuations in the initial 
concentration distribution so the transient dynamics 
is irreproducible.  Solution: use presegregated 
conditions. 

premixed with fluctuations

presegregated with fixed � and �

� = x+yx y � = x/(x + y)



with presegregated initial conditions

Now see a clear 
standing wave as 

a decaying 
transient

= 0.66



wavelength

cutoff



Derive a coupled diffusion process between 
the concentration        and the local streaming 
angle

Fick diffusion axial slope 
gradient flux

slope diffusionrotation rate and 
concentration dependent 

source of slope 

coupling 
allowed by 
symmetry



Uniform state: ,

Get growing non-
oscillatory modes 
below a cutoff k, and 
oscillatory decaying 
modes above.



waves



c and � are �/2 out of phase at early 

c �



Scanning 
profilometer



measurements contradict ATV theory

c and � remain in phase at both early and late times.

�c



measurements contradict ATV theory

This shows that surface slope is not

Theory Experiment

note expanded scale



segregated core?

Perhaps the buried core of small particles is dynamically 
exchanging material with the surface and playing the role of 

Alternate between front 
and back lighting camera

See the shadow of the 
dark subsurface core



QuickTime™ and a
None decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

QuickTime™ and a
None decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Simultaneous front surface and core 
projection movies

front view

projection view



Spacetime view of surface and core 
projections

c core width

Surface concentration and core width are also in 



Oscillatory axial segregation remains a 
mystery!

Segregation looks like an oscillatory 
instability of the radial core.

We have not identified an out-of-phase 
field analogous to � in ATV theory.

Subtle charge effects etc. seem to have 
been eliminated.

Return to simplest questions about axial 
transport in the tube.



QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Pulse quickly moves to axis of rotation and becomes 
subsurface.  It then expands slowly along the axis of the 

tube.
Is this regular diffusion?

Axial diffusion with narrow pulse as initial 
condition

projection view



Spacetime view of narrow pulse initial condition



Broadening of narrow pulse initial condition

We studied the growth of the width of this distribution with 
time.  For normal diffusion, we expect 



width grows as        with  

Axial transport 
is subdiffusive



Fractional diffusion equation

Subdiffusive axial transport 

for normal diffusion

A 1D random walker with equal spatial steps 
taken at time intervals        such that

We find � ~ independent of tube rotation frequency.  Next 
step is to fit the full profile of the pulse to the solution of 



You are invited to visit 
the nonlinear physics 

group lab!

60 St. George St., Room 090 (north 
basement).  Go out the back door of Fields 
and past the big smokestack...

Sunday at 1:00pm
Monday at 1:00pm

or anytime by appointment,
smorris@physics.utoronto.ca


